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sayings, rising frequently to a high level of insight into the philosophy 
of man and of his history and to a dignified eloquence of expression, 
the book gives one great pleasure in the reading. I have found his 
discussion of the functional relation of selves to time vague and un- 
satisfactory. And I think that Dr. Ward would admit that his treat- 
ment of the problem of evil leaves it still a pretty dark mystery. On 
the other hand, the treatment of the epigenetic character of evolution, 
and of the social historical origin of rationality, moral order, and moral 
evil are excellent. His statement of a pluralistic Weltanschauung 
as starting point is the sanest and best balanced that I have yet seen. 
His method of advance from pluralism towards the conception of God 
as the ground of the unity of direction in evolution and the principle of 
the conservation of human values seems to me the only fruitful method 
for a theistic metaphysics to-day. Professor Ward has produced a 
notable contribution towards the clarification and justification of a 
religious world-view. There is much in the spirit of the work that 
reminds one of Kant's Critique of Practical Reason. On the whole 
Dr. Ward's world view would be least erroneously described as Leib- 
nitz' Monadology cleared of its inconsistencies and made to square with 
epigenetic evolution. 

J. A. LEIGHTON. 

THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY. 

Gesammelte Werke. By A. SPIR. Band I, Denken und Wirklichkeit; 
Versuch einer Erneuerung der kritischen Philosophie. Vierte 
Auflage, hrg. von HELENE CLAPAREDE-SPIR. Leipzig, Barth, 
I908.-pp. xxx, 547. 

Though this is the fourth edition of an extensive work on meta- 
physics and the first volume, tardily delivered for review, of the second 
edition of the author's collected writings, the philosophy of African 
Spir seems to be generally little regarded and in the English-speaking 
world at least practically unknown. Yet Spir was an original and 
systematic thinker who wrote in a style animated and clear. The 
biography, written by his daughter, the wife of the psychologist 
Claparede, of Geneva, and the portrait prefixed to the present edition 
of his chief work, reveal a nature singularly gentle and refined, modest 
and retiring. Spir was a conscientious truth-seeker, but lonely and 
unappreciated. He was born in South Russia in i837. In early life 
he experienced a religious crisis and wanted to devote himself to the- 
ology, but he followed for awhile instead the career chosen for him by 
his family and served, at the age of eighteen, as second lieutenant on 
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one of the Russian ships defending Sebastopol, Shocked by the horrors 
of the war, he resigned his commission and went home. His father 
dying shortly afterwards, he came into the inheritance of extensive 
estates and many serfs. The serfs he set free, giving them at the same 
time housing and land for cultivation. He himself led a simple, quiet 
life in the study of philosophy, in the pursuit of which he spent two 
years in foreign travel. From i867 on he settled down in Germany, 
having sold his estates and given away a large part of his property. 
He died in Geneva, a victim of influenza, in I890. His writings 
include a dozen volumes, in which he sought to express with ever 
increasing clearness the depth and range of his moral and religious 
convictions in harmony with the metaphysical foundations of his 
system. 

The aim of philosophy, according to Spir, is not to explain things, 
but to know them as they truly are. Its method is twofold, first, to 
establish the facts immediately given, secondly, to draw the simplest 
and obvious conclusions. This was the method of Hume, which in 
his hands led to scepticism. This was due to his failure to take ac- 
count of the facts and implications of thought. If thought has a 
nature of its own, a nature not derived from experience, it may itself 
supply the norm of reality. The first task of philosophy, then, will 
be to investigate the laws of thinking; if in doing so we discover the 
norm of reality, we shall at the same time accomplish the other chief 
task of philosophy, namely, to know the given objects as they truly 
are. 

This, then, is Spir's method, the 'critical' method, as indicated in 
the subtitle of the present volume. But though suggesting the 
method of Kant, the procedure and results are actually very different. 
Kant's peculiar doctrines, together with the whole elaborate machinery 
of his deductions, are rejected, the main and almost only point of 
agreement being the recognition that the fundamental laws of thought 
are a priori. In effect, Spir's method is very simple. It consists in 
the discovery and application of the norm of reality in the a priori 
law of identity. His whole system is professedly based on this law. 
It is not surprising, therefore, to find it closely resembling in its 
essential features the philosophy of Parmenides. The Eleatic meta- 
physics was also based on the abstract principle of identity; hence it 
was concluded, that being, or what truly is, is simply being, with no 
element of non-being, and accordingly is one, changeless and eternal. 
On this assumption the phenomenal world necessarily appears as an 
illusion. Spir concludes similarly that reality is a simple, self-identical 
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and changeless unity and that the world of experience, including the 
self, is an organized illusion. We can see that it is an illusion because 
it fails to agree with the law of identity, but we have no insight into 
its connection with the true reality. This result is opposed alike to 
pantheism, theism and every doctrine which professes to 'explain' 
the world, but it has the advantage, in the author's opinion, of ful- 
filling the aim of philosophy, namely, knowledge of the absolute, 
and also, of making any conflict between philosophy and science 
impossible. 

The point, therefore, to which before all else the attention must be 
directed in appreciating Spir's system is his formulation and inter- 
pretation of the law of identity as containing a norm which at once 
defines the ultimate nature of reality and condemns the phenomenal 
world as illusory. 

The law of identity is formulated thus: " Every object in its essential 
nature is identical with itself " (p. i i9). This proposition is held to 
be self-evident. It is also held to be a priori, underived from experience, 
since experience disagrees with it. If experience were conformed to 
the law, nothing, it is argued, could be predicated of anything different 
from its conception: all real propositions would be analytic. "The 
expression, A is B, can have a meaning which does not contradict 
the law of identity, but it can never express something that perfectly 
agrees with the law. That is obvious " (p. 121). Spir, accordingly, 
finds an opposition to the law of identity in the fact that while, e. g., 
a color is identical with itself, it is related as a quality to something 
else (p. 122). But may not an object taken concretely-the thing 
with its qualities-be identical with itself? The answer is, no. An 
examination of the law of contradiction leads to the conclusion that 
"one and the same object cannot in itself (an sich), in its own proper 
nature, be something different or contain distinctions" (p. 143). 

Again: an unconditional union of different qualities of any sort or 
kind is impossible (p. 134). This is regarded as the obviously negative 
form of the positive statement that every object in its unconditioned 
nature is self-identical. The law of identity is thus represented as 
the supreme law defining the absolute nature of things. We do not 
find the identity required in the objects of experience; they are com- 
posite, involve relations, suffer change. But, according to our author, 
they testify in these very respects, as do also our feelings of pain and 
unpleasantness, that they are abnormal and so, indirectly, bear witness 
to the truth of the law, evident in itself, which defines normal reality 
as being of quite another kind. 
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Is this conclusion to be accepted? To the present writer it seems 
to rest on a persistent misuse of false abstractions. These abstractions 
-abstract conceptions of identity, of contradiction, of the absolute 
are in principle precisely the same as those which vitiated Eleaticism, 
and the criticism of them can only repeat what has been so often re- 
peated in the criticism of Eleaticism from Plato down. Take the 
principle of identity; accept, if you will, Spir's formulation of it: 
every object in its essential nature is identical with itself. Does this 
tell us anything about the nature of objects? Assuredly, it is not an 
assertion about nothing. But, on the other hand, it does not in the 
least define the nature of their identity. That, apart from other con- 
siderations, might be either abstract, like pure 'being,' or concrete, 
like a plan of action or the organization of a state. If there were no 
differences in the content of an object, no assertion could be made 
about it that would not be tautological, i. e., meaningless. But for 
that very reason the law of identity, interpreted as requiring for com- 
plete conformity the exclusion of differences, can never be a genuine 
law of thought. Again, if any object is a unity of differences, it would 
not be identical with itself if any of the differences were omitted. And 
again, if there were any object naturally disposed to change, that object 
would not be rightly conceived as what it is, as identical with itself, 
unless conceived as successively passing through the changes which 
its nature demands. The law of identity no more requires that an 
object should be static than that it should be empty; if it is legitimate 
to regard an object as identical with itself in the diversity of any de- 
terminations whatever, it cannot be illegitimate to conceive of it as 
maintaining its identity in the continuity of a process, hard as it may 
be to define precisely within what limits of change it could be identified 
as the same. Spir's contention that change in the empirical world 
proves that world to be not conformed to the law of identity is based 
on the assumption that sameness is incompatible with difference. 
It is true, of course, abstractly, that if a thing changes it becomes in 
some respect different, but, concretely, may not this very difference 
be essential to the fulfilment of its identity with itself? The answer 
may be found by considering the identity of a plan of action concretely 
realizing itself in the process of its execution. 

Spir himself says that the concept of identity and the concept of the 
real are not identical, for it is possible to conceive everything real as 
in constant flux, or, again, as at the same time everything else (p. I20). 

But how is this possible if the law of identity, interpreted as he in- 
terprets it, is the supreme law of our thinking? 
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His interpretation of the law of contradiction is as abstract as that 
of the law of identity. "The affirmation and negation of the same 
cannot both be true" (p. I23), Why not? Four is double (of two) 

and half (of eight). Yes, it may be said, but in different respects. 
Hence we have a new formula (p. 13 ): "two different assertions cannot 

both be true which refer to the same object in the same respect." 
But the illustrations, 'A is round,' 'A is square,' indicate a special 
kind of respect, namely respect to the quality predicated. That this is 

the author's meaning is clear from the whole preceding discussion 
(p. 127 f.) of the relation of opposition, which aims to establish the 

thesis that if one quality is predicated of a subject, it is contradictory 
to predicate of it any other of the same class, e. g., round, square, 
elliptical, etc. This, however, is by no means self-evident; it only 

appears so on the assumption that predication is made abstractly, 
without reference to the point of view and other conditions of assertion. 
If these are taken into account, there seems to be no contradiction in 

affirming that, e. g., the same table-top-'same,' that is, for purposes 
of identification-is both a rectangle and a rhomboid, the same piece 
of silk both green and blue. Much is made of the argument that 
different qualities are per se, as such, contradictory: what is square, e. g., 
is not per se, as such, red. This is, of course, obvious. The inference 
is then drawn that different things or qualities cannot be uncondition- 
ally united, though they may have a conditioned union; e. g., a red 

apple may be sweet. What is meant by a "conditioned union"? 
A union is conditioned, we are told, when the objects united are funda- 
mentally and originally (vom Hcause clus) alien (p. 140). From this it 

follows that the proper nature of things is unconditioned. A contra- 
diction is here formally assumed between the object's own nature and 

that of its dependence on a foreign object. But the conception is 

purely formal. In spite of the definition, it might very well be that 

things with determinate characters, taken distributively, had no nature 
of their own, no an sich, but that any nature or essence which they 

possessed was determined in each particular case by relations to other 

things. It would, however, be quite consistent with such a view to 

conceive the nature of things taken collectively as unconditioned, 
the determinations of each being included within one self-determining 
system. Moreover, how are we to know what objects are fundamen- 
tally alien? According to the argument, the round object is not, as 

such, red; every difference whatever would seem to be of this nature. 

Hence, notwithstanding the assertion that not all relativity is foreign 
to the unconditioned, we are not surprised to find it explicitly affirmed 
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that there cannot possibly be an unconditioned union of the different. 
Of this proposition, the alleged obverse of the law of identity, it is 
said that "every one will admit it to be self-evident and beyond ques- 
tion." So far from being self-evident, it seems to the writer to be a 
manifest Machtspruch. Certainly the different is not the same, but 
to say that the same, or a nature identical with itself, cannot without 
dependence on something foreign, combine differences into unity is 
an unwarranted inference and one which leaves the absolute as empty 
of content as it leaves the rich content of experience without a unifying 
principle. And this in the end appears to be the position in which, 
in spite of unwonted ingenuity, both are left by the neo-Eleaticism of 
African Spir. 

H. N. GARDINER. 

SMITH COLLEGE. 

La Logique de la Contradiction. By FR. PAULHAN. Paris, FMlix 
Alcan, I91.-pp. I82. 

We have here a work of philosophical, rather than of logical analysis 
of the principle of contradiction, which purposes to give new and 
broader views of its nature, kinship and use. Although the author 
at first defines contradiction in the conventional manner, yet later on, 
in order to show its intimacy with opposition, contrariety, difference, 
etc., he continually identifies it with these conditions. The first 
chapter dwells upon its presence in intelligence (sensation, idea, and 
proposition or judgment), feeling, will and action, each of which do- 
mains has a logic of its own. The generality as well as the close 
relationship of logical contradiction with other terms of opposition 
are suggested by the author as indicating that it has not the absolute 
value which logicians have attributed to it. 

The second chapter contrasts contradiction with identity, to which 
it is in certain respects directly opposed, the essential distinction being 
that the one permits substitution while the other does not. Contra- 
diction is found in the syllogism itself, since the latter affirms the 
identity of its terms, notwithstanding that these cannot properly be 
substituted for each other. However, harmony, which is realized 
identity, always contains contradiction and struggle. Complete 
identity and complete contradiction are never found in reality, but 
are rather the limits toward which realities may tend. It is evident 
that if in the first chapter the author used the term contradiction 
in three senses, (i) that of formal logic, (2) that of contrariety, (3) that 
of opposition, here he is employing a fourth meaning, namely, un- 
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